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WOOD COLLECTION ANGELES®

Intentionally designed to endure rigorous use in any setting. 
Our Angeles® Wood Collection is constructed using premium 

birch-ply wood with a kid-tough, UV-lacquered finish that 
resists stains and scratches.

OR

We know your time is precious, 
so we assemble it for you! Your 
unit will be  pre-assembled and 
ready to roll. 

ASSEMBLED

We know that every penny 
counts. Assemble your own 

units with provided instructions, 
tools, and assembly videos.

READY TO ASSEMBLE

Assembled or Ready to Assemble?
It’s up to you!



Angeles® bolt & thread 
assembly

Other less durable cam 
screw construction

Locking 3” casters 
with rubberized tread 
easily maneuver over 
carpets and doorway 
thresholds

Durable birch ply is built 
to last for years to come

Milky white color fits 
with any decor

Angeles® Standard
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AG1118
AG1118A

$299.99
$379.99

MOBILE 4-SHELF BOOK DISPLAY
Ignite a love for reading with our Toddler Book Display 
+Storage. Featuring  4 tiered shelves and an additional 
lower shelf for extra book storage. Glide seamlessly on 
industrial-grade swiveling wheels with rubberized tread, 
ensuring lasting durability. Crafted from premium cream-
colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has 
a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification 
ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$389.99
$469.99

4-SHELF BOOK DISPLAY
Elevate reading with the essential 4-Shelf Book 
Display. This book display features 4 shelves for 
storing all your favorite children’s stories. Crafted 
from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety 
and eco-friendliness. Your child’s reading space, 
reimagined.
AG1060
AG1060A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG3805
AG3805A

$989.99
$1,049.99

MOBILE 10-SECTION LOCKER
Introducing our versatile locker unit, offering 10 larger 
and 10 smaller cubbies for endless functionality. It’s the 
ultimate solution for crafting, storage, and creativity. Its 
mobility is unmatched, thanks to industrial-grade wheels 
with rubberized tread and locking casters. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$969.99
$1,099.99

MOBILE 5-SECTION LOCKER
Introducing our 5-Section Mobile Locker. Discover 5 locker 
spaces, each with double-sided hooks. Customize storage 
with upper and lower cubbies, and effortlessly move with 
industrial-grade swiveling wheels and rubberized tread. 
Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-
friendliness.
AG1057
AG1057A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1012
AG1012A

$449.99
$529.99

MOBILE 20-SECTION CUBBY
Experience the mobility of our cream-colored birch ply 
storage unit featuring 20 cubbies. Use with or without 
trays, for expanded storage. Smoothly glide with 
industrial-grade swiveling wheels and rubberized tread. 
Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-
friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$649.99
$779.99

MOBILE 30” 2-SHELF STORAGE
Elevate organization with our Mobile Birch-Ply 30” H 
2-Shelf Storage Unit. Built for mobility with industrial 
wheels, it glides effortlessly over any surface. Ideal for 
classrooms or homes, its 5 sections accommodate various 
setups, promoting wellness. Crafted from premium cream-
colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has 
a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification 
ensures safety and eco-friendliness.
AG1007
AG1007A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled
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AG1519 $349.99
$399.99

TEACHER’S LOCKING CABINET
Effortless assembly meets practicality in our budget-
friendly locking storage unit. Featuring sturdy industrial-
grade wheels with locking casters, it glides over carpets 
and doorways. Crafted from premium cream-colored 
birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has a kid-
tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures 
safety and eco-friendliness. Finally, this locking cabinet 
comes with two sets of keys for peace of mind.

Ready to Assemble $999.99

DIAPER WALL SHELF
Our space-saving, wall-mounted, shelving 
unit - The Diaper Wall Shelf – the epitome of 
flexibility and convenience. Tailor the height to 
suit any teacher or parent’s needs. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with 
rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety 
and eco-friendliness.
AG1106
AG1106A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

30”H DOUBLE SIDED STORAGE 
Introducing our Double-Sided Storage Unit – the 
seamless solution for versatile spaces. Industrial-
grade wheels ensure effortless mobility, making it 
the perfect addition to classrooms. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with 
rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
eco-friendliness.
AG1228
AG1228A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$699.99
$749.99

MOBILE CLEAR BACK STORAGE
Experience hassle-free functionality with our Mobile Clear 
Back Storage Unit. Its robust industrial-grade wheels, 
effortlessly maneuver over carpets and doorways. The 
acrylic back not only allows light to pass through but also 
serves as a clear room divider. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners 
and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

AG1007-2
AG1007-2A

MOBILE FOLD-N-LOCK STORAGE
Our Fold-N-Lock Storage Unit – the epitome of 
convenience and safety. With a heavy-duty metal hasp, 
it securely folds and locks for easy transport. Industrial-
grade wheels ensure effortless mobility. Crafted 
from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$799.99
$879.99

AG4008A
AG1007CBA

Assembled 24”H
Assembled 29”H

$579.99
$599.99

AG7550A

INFANT CHANGING TABLE
Our Fully Assembled Birch-Ply Diaper Changing Table 
with Lockable Pull-Out Stairs. A 1” thick changing pad in a 
secure molded well ensures safety, while enclosed storage 
and a sanitary paper roll keep supplies organized and 
accessible. Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, 
it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV 
finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety 
and eco-friendliness.

Assembled $1,499.99
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AG1073
AG1073A

$389.99
$449.99

HUTCH
Unleash culinary creativity with our white kitchen hutch. 
Designed to inspire kids’ play, it features 1 upper and 1 
lower shelf for storage. Designed with kids in mind, a kick 
space to keep small objects from rolling underneath and 
rounde corners for extra safety. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners 
and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$329.99
$399.99

REFRIGERATOR
Discover playtime magic with our white-painted fridge. 
Realistic icemaker graphics and two shelves offer ample 
storage. Designed with kids in mind, a kick space to keep 
small objects from rolling underneath and rounde corners 
for extra safety. Crafted from premium cream-colored 
birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has a kid-
tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures 
safety and eco-friendliness.
AG1069
AG1069A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1072
AG1072A

$269.99
$349.99

STOVE
Introducing our white-painted stove, a modern delight for 
kids’ imaginative play. Realistic burner graphics and control 
knobs ignite hours of creativity. Designed with kids in mind, 
a kick space to keep small objects from rolling underneath 
and rounded corners for extra safety. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$269.99
$339.99

SINK
Introducing our kitchen sink with white cabinet doors, perfect 
for kids’ imaginative play. Realistic faucet, control knobs, 
and a backsplash provide engaging details. Designed with 
kids in mind, a kick space to keep small objects from rolling 
underneath and rounded corners for extra safety.  Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.
AG1074
AG1074A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG4003
AG4003A

$1,249.99
$1,599.99

3-PIECE KITCHEN SET
Introducing our 3-piece play kitchen, this set includes our 
fridge, stove, and sink. Realistic icemaker, burner graphics, 
and control knobs inspire creativity. With interactive knobs 
and door pulls, plus a shatter-resistant peek-a-boo oven 
window, this set sparks creativity. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners 
and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$899.99
$1,249.99

4-PIECE COMPLETE KITCHEN SET
Introducing our 4-Piece Play Kitchen, a gateway to 
endless imaginative adventures for kids. This set includes 
a fridge, stove, sink, and hutch. With interactive knobs 
and door pulls, plus a shatter-resistant peek-a-boo oven 
window, this set sparks creativity. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners 
and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.
AG4000
AG4000A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled
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AG1090
AG1090A

$629.99
$699.99

COMBINATION KITCHEN
Discover the ultimate Combination Kitchen for kids, 
igniting their culinary creativity. Complete with lifelike 
details: a plastic sink, faucet, burner graphics, and 
control knobs. Peek-a-boo, shatter-resistant windows on 
the microwave and stove add to the fun. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$899.99
$1,049.99

TODDLER COMBINATION KITCHEN
Introducing our 2-in-1 Toddler Combination Kitchen. 
Realistic details abound with a white plastic sink featuring 
a lifelike faucet and knobs, while the stove boasts 
authentic burner graphics and control knobs. Lower 
shelves aid organization. Crafted from premium cream-
colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has 
a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification 
ensures safety and eco-friendliness.
AG1092
AG1092A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1832W
AG1832WA

$1,999.99
$2,249.99

TODDLER MARKET STAND
Discover our Toddler Market Stand - the ultimate modern 
touch to your child’s play kitchen. Designed with kids 
in mind, a kick space to keep small objects from rolling 
underneath and rounded corners for extra safety. Crafted 
from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$349.99
$399.99

TODDLER LOFT SET
Introducing our Indoor Toddler Loft Set – a world 
of adventure and skill-building awaits. With non-slip 
stairs, a crawl-through tunnel, and a tower featuring 
clear sides, tots will thrive in active play. Crafted 
from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
eco-friendliness.
AG1617
AG1617A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG9002

READING NOOK W/ BOOK SHELVES
Introducing our Easy-Assembly Birch-Ply Reading Nook – 
where imagination meets comfort. Crafted for simplicity, 
it’s a self-contained reading haven complete with sturdy 
shelves for cherished books. Acrylic-lined windows offer 
scenic views. Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-
ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has a kid-tough 
UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety 
and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble $1,299.99

MOBILE SAND & WATER TABLE
The Mobile Sand & Water Table – where exploration meets 
convenience. Two red tubs with center plugs ensure effortless 
drainage. With easy-on birch-ply lids, this unit transforms into 
a collaborative workspace, adapting to various learning needs 
and keeping tub’s contents clean between uses. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

$779.99AG3006 Ready to Assemble
$879.99AG3006A Assembled
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AG1535 $549.99

READING CUBE
Introducing our Reading Cube – a haven of imagination 
and comfort. Easy assembly with clear instructions, 
tools, and hardware included. The included blue mat, 
made from vegan leather, adds color and comfot to 
this safe haven for your kiddo. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble $499.99

TRANQUILITY READING CUBE
Introducing the Tranquility Reading Cube: Your 
versatile reading nook and safe haven, perfect for any 
space. Easy assembly with clear instructions, tools, and 
hardware included. The printed tranquil rainbow design 
can brighten any child’s day. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.
AG1535TRQ Ready to Assemble

AG1126 $429.99
$499.99

2-POSITION MIRROR
Introducing our versatile Shatter-Resistant 2-Position 
Mirror – a delightful tool for play and learning. Position 
it horizontally for joyful tummy time or vertically for 
self-recognition exploration. A children’s mirror that’s 
perfect for any setting. Crafted from premium cream-
colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners 
and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble $224.99

MOBILE DRESS UP STORAGE
Our Mobile Dress Up Storage Unit – a stylish solution 
to keep playtime enchanting. Double-sided hooks 
and multiple shelves hold costumes and accessories 
effortlessly, includes a full length mirror on the side. 
Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-
friendliness.
AG1076
AG1076A

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1190
AG1190A

MOBILE 2-STATION ART CENTER
Introducing our Mobile Double-Sided Birch-Ply Art 
Station – where creativity and collaboration come to 
life. Dual easels foster social artistic expression, while 
expansive storage shelves accommodate ample supplies. 
Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-
friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$499.99
$579.99

AG1037W
AG1037WA

PUPPET THEATRE W/ DRY ERASE
Puppet Theatre with Dry Erase Board – where creativity 
takes center stage. The dry-erase marquee and front 
panel invite kids to personalize their playtime adventures. 
Storage shelves and a sliding curtain ensure a tidy 
space. Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, 
it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV 
finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety 
and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$649.99
$749.99
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AG1187B
AG1187BA

$259.99
$319.99

BLUE EVERYDAY LOUNGE SOFA
Elevate fun and functionality with our Blue Everyday 
Lounge Sofa—the ultimate hub for kids’ socializing, 
reading, studying, and gaming. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply with rounded corners and a kid-
friendly UV finish, it’s built to resist stains and scratches. 
Enjoy comfort with a 3-inch-thick vegan leather backrest 
and seat pad in vibrant blue. Rely on GreenGuard Gold 
Certification for eco-friendly peace of mind.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$349.99
$399.99

BLUE EVERYDAY LOUNGE CHAIR
Create an exciting space for kids to socialize, read, 
study, and play with the Blue Everyday Lounge Chair. 
Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it boasts 
safety-focused rounded corners and a resilient UV finish. 
Enjoy comfort with a 3-inch-thick vibrant blue vegan 
leather backrest and seat pad—durable for both home 
and classroom adventures. Rely on GreenGuard Gold 
Certification for eco-friendly peace of mind.
AG1186B
AG1186BA

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1187GY $259.99
$319.99

GRAY EVERYDAY LOUNGE SOFA
Elevate fun and functionality with our Gray Everyday 
Lounge Sofa—the ultimate hub for kids’ socializing, 
reading, studying, and gaming. Crafted from premium 
cream-colored birch-ply with rounded corners and a kid-
friendly UV finish, it’s built to resist stains and scratches. 
Enjoy comfort with a 3-inch-thick vegan leather backrest 
and seat pad in natural gray. Rely on GreenGuard Gold 
Certification for eco-friendly peace of mind.

Ready to Assemble $349.99

GRAY EVERYDAY LOUNGE CHAIR
Create an exciting space for kids to socialize, read, 
study, and play with the Gray Everyday Lounge Chair. 
Crafted from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it boasts 
safety-focused rounded corners and a resilient UV finish. 
Enjoy comfort with a 3-inch-thick natural gray vegan 
leather backrest and seat pad—durable for both home 
and classroom adventures. Rely on GreenGuard Gold 
Certification for eco-friendly peace of mind.
AG1186GY
AG1186GYA

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1196B

BLUE EVERYDAY LOUNGE SET
The Blue Everyday Lounge Set – where play meets 
purpose. Create an inviting space for kids to socialize, 
read, and explore. Crafted from premium cream-colored 
birch-ply, it combines style with durability. The set 
includes a sofa, chair, and coffee table with vibrant blue 
vegan leather cushions for comfort that lasts through all 
adventures. Trust in GreenGuard Gold Certification for 
eco-friendly assurance.

Ready to Assemble $749.99

GRAY EVERYDAY LOUNGE SET
The Gray Everyday Lounge Set – where play meets 
purpose. Create an inviting space for kids to socialize, 
read, and explore. Crafted from premium cream-colored 
birch-ply, it combines style with durability. The set 
includes a sofa, chair, and coffee table with natural gray 
vegan leather cushions for comfort that lasts through all 
adventures. Trust in GreenGuard Gold Certification for 
eco-friendly assurance.

$749.99AG1196GY Ready to Assemble
$849.99AG1196GYA Assembled$849.99AG1196BA Assembled

$399.99AG1187GYA Assembled
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AG1189
AG1189A

$329.99
$389.99

EVERYDAY LOUNGE COFFEE TABLE
Elevate your child’s nook with our sturdy Everyday 
Lounge Coffee Table. A perfect spot for snacks 
and drinks during socializing, reading time, or even 
a surface for a board game or two! Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with 
rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

$149.99
$199.99

MOBILE TEACHER STOOL
Our Mobile Teacher’s Stool – the ultimate multitasker for 
educators. This premium unit serves as storage, seating, 
and teaching aid with an included whiteboard. Industrial-
grade wheels provide mobility, while a vegan leather 
cushion offers comfort. Crafted from premium cream-
colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded corners and has 
a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD Gold Certification 
ensures safety and eco-friendliness.
AG1854B
AG1854BA

Ready to Assemble
Assembled

AG1362S $139.99

9” TODDLER CHAIR WITH STRAP
Our 9” Stackable Toddler Chair with Strap – where 
mobility meets adaptability. Easily stack and store these 
chairs with a convenient cut-out, maximizing space for 
new learning experiences. Ideal for homes and classrooms, 
they ensure safety with a convenient strap. Crafted from 
premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy with rounded 
corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification ensures safety and eco-friendliness.

Ready to Assemble $179.99

5” TODDLER CHAIR
Our 5” Stackable Toddler Chair – where versatility 
meets convenience. Easily stack and store 
these chairs with a convenient cut-out, maxim                               
izing space for new learning experiences. Crafted 
from premium cream-colored birch-ply, it’s sturdy 
with rounded corners and has a kid-tough UV finish. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
eco-friendliness.
AG1360 Ready to Assemble
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ANG7083 $224.99

NARROW 3-SHELF STORAGE
Introducing our Narrow 3-Shelf Storage – a durable 
and safe solution for your child’s space. Crafted 
from sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine 
panels, its rounded corners prioritize safety without 
compromising on style. Optimize organization and 
safety with this essential addition to any child’s room. 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification ensures safety and 
low chemical emissions.

Ready to Assemble $249.99

NARROW 2-SHELF STORAGE
Introducing our Narrow 2-Shelf Storage – a compact 
and reliable organization solution for your child’s space. 
Crafted from sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine 
panels, it ensures both durability and style. Rounded 
corners prioritize safety while maintaining a sleek design. 
Keep your child’s room clutter-free with this essential 
addition. Plus, rest easy with GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification for safety and minimal emissions.
ANG7147 Ready to Assemble

ANG7148 $279.99

TODDLER 2-SHELF STORAGE
Introducing the Toddler 2-Shelf Storage – a charming and 
secure storage solution for your little one’s space. Crafted 
from robust 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it 
guarantees durability and style. Rounded corners prioritize 
safety while maintaining a playful design. Keep essentials 
organized in your toddler’s room with ease. And with 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification, you can trust in its 
safety and low emissions.

Ready to Assemble $274.99

PRESCHOOL 2-SHELF STORAGE
Presenting our Preschool 2-Shelf Storage – a versatile 
and durable organization answer for any preschooler’s 
space. Constructed from resilient 5/8” thick maple-faced 
melamine panels, it embodies both sturdiness and style. 
Rounded corners ensure safety while preserving a lively 
design. Effortlessly arrange preschool essentials while 
enjoying the peace of mind that comes with GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification, ensuring safety and minimal emissions.
ANG7149 Ready to Assemble

ANG7150 $299.99

3-SHELF STORAGE
Discover our 3-Shelf Storage – a spacious and reliable 
storage solution suitable for various spaces. Crafted 
from tough 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it 
guarantees both durability and style. Rounded corners 
prioritize safety while maintaining a sleek design. 
Keep your belongings organized effortlessly. And with 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification, you can trust in its 
safety and low chemical emissions.

Ready to Assemble $349.99

48”L 2-SHELF STORAGE
Introducing our 48” 2-Shelf Storage – a versatile and robust 
organization solution designed for your space. Crafted 
from sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it 
combines durability and style seamlessly. Rounded corners 
ensure safety while maintaining a contemporary look. 
Experience efficient storage in a compact form. Trust in its 
safety with GREENGUARD Gold Certification, guaranteeing 
low emissions and peace of mind.
ANG7173 Ready to Assemble
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ANG7153 $549.99

20-TRAY CUBBY STORAGE
Discover the 20-Tray Cubby Storage – an essential and 
efficient solution for organized spaces. Constructed 
from resilient 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it 
exemplifies both durability and style. Rounded corners ensure 
safety while preserving a functional design. Keep belongings 
tidy and accessible effortlessly. And with GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification, rest assured of its safety and minimal emissions, 
making it an ideal choice for any environment.

Ready to Assemble $424.99

MULTI-SECTION STORAGE
Introducing our Multi-Section Storage – a versatile and 
dependable solution for organized spaces. Crafted from 
sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it embodies 
both durability and style. Rounded corners prioritize safety 
while maintaining a modern design. Keep essentials in order 
effortlessly. Plus, with GREENGUARD Gold Certification, you 
can trust in its safety and low chemical emissions, making it 
an excellent choice for any setting.
ANG7172 Ready to Assemble

ANG7154 $479.99

5-SECTION LOCKER
Introducing the 5-Section Locker – a versatile and secure 
storage solution for organized spaces. Crafted from robust 
5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it offers both 
durability and style. Rounded corners ensure safety while 
preserving a sleek design. Keep belongings in order with 
ease. And with GREENGUARD Gold Certification, trust 
in its safety and minimal emissions, making it perfect for 
various environments.

Ready to Assemble $579.99

TODDLER 5-SECTION LOCKER
Explore the Toddler 5-Section Locker – a charming and 
secure storage solution designed for your little one’s space. 
Constructed from resilient 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine 
panels, it embodies both durability and style. Rounded corners 
prioritize safety while maintaining a playful design. Keep 
essentials organized effortlessly. And with GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification, rest easy with its safety and low emissions, 
making it an ideal choice for any toddler environment.
ANG7158 Ready to Assemble

ANG7160 $299.99

10-SECTION WALL LOCKER
Discover the 10-Section Wall Locker – a versatile and space-
saving storage solution. Crafted from tough 5/8” thick 
maple-faced melamine panels, it ensures both durability and 
style. Rounded corners prioritize safety while maintaining 
a modern look. Convenient hooks on the bottom allow for 
items to hang effortlessly. And with GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification, trust in its safety and low chemical emissions, 
making it a dependable choice for any environment.

Ready to Assemble $379.99

WALL DIAPER SHELF
Introducing our Wall Diaper Shelf – a practical and stylish 
storage solution for your child’s essentials. Crafted from sturdy 
5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it combines durability 
and style seamlessly. Rounded corners prioritize safety while 
maintaining a modern design. Keep diapers and supplies within 
reach effortlessly. Plus, with GREENGUARD Gold Certification, 
rest assured of its safety and minimal emissions, making it an 
excellent addition to any nursery or daycare.
ANG7171 Ready to Assemble
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ANG7179 $184.99

BIG BOOK DISPLAY
Discover the Big Book Display – a functional and engaging 
solution for organized spaces. Crafted from sturdy 5/8” 
thick maple-faced melamine panels, it embodies both 
durability and style. Rounded corners prioritize safety while 
maintaining a modern design. Showcase books prominently 
for easy access. And with GREENGUARD Gold Certification, 
trust in its safety and low chemical emissions, making it a 
smart choice for educational environments and beyond.

Ready to Assemble $369.99

BOOK DISPLAY
Presenting our Book Display with Storage – a versatile 
and organized solution for functional spaces. Crafted 
from sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it 
ensures durability and style. Rounded corners prioritize 
safety while maintaining a contemporary look. Showcase 
books and essentials effortlessly. Plus, with GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification, trust its safety and low emissions for 
classrooms and playrooms.
ANG7159 Ready to Assemble

ANG7177 $324.99

TODDLER STORAGE W/ MIRROR
Introducing the Toddler Storage with Mirror – a playful 
and practical solution for your child’s space. Crafted 
from sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, it 
combines durability and style. Rounded corners ensure 
safety while adding a touch of fun. This piece also 
features a mirror on one side, promoting interactive 
play. Trust in its safety with GREENGUARD Gold 
Certification.

Ready to Assemble $349.99

DRESS UP STORAGE
Explore our Dress Up Storage – an organized and 
delightful solution for your child’s playtime. Crafted 
from sturdy 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, 
it balances durability and style. Rounded corners 
ensure safety while maintaining a modern design. Keep 
dress-up essentials in order effortlessly. Plus, with 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification, trust its safety and 
low emissions.
ANG7170 Ready to Assemble

ANG7178

TEACHER’S STORAGE CABINET
Introducing our Teacher’s Storage Cabinet – a versatile 
and spacious solution designed for educators. Crafted 
from durable 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, 
it balances functionality and style. Rounded corners 
prioritize safety while maintaining a professional design. 
Keep supplies organized efficiently. With GREENGUARD 
Gold Certification, trust in its safety and low emissions, 
making it an essential addition to any classroom.

Ready to Assemble $799.99
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NOTES & THOUGHTS
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• Lifetime Warranty
• Modern durable casters for easy mobility
• Exceeds safety standards. GREENGUARD Gold 

Certified
• Built to last using tough and sustainable premium 

birch-ply
• Sturdy and strong design using thread and bolt 

assembly
• Easy to clean UV finish
• Modern milky-colored finish compliments any 

room décor
• Choose assembled or ready to assemble
• Broad furniture selection
• Priced an average of 10% less than competitors
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WOOD COLLECTION

Durable
Flexible

Affordable
Natural

Timeless

THE PERFECT ASSORTMENT


